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MERRY CHRISTMAS
If you have not made your reservation for our Christmas Party, RSVP by
December 4 to Terry Angley at 412-9121!
CHRISTMAS PARTY, Wednesday, December 9, 2020
NOTE: There will be no regular club meeting in December

President's Message\, by Matt Soldano
This is the hardest message I have had to write for our newsletter. It appears that
President Trump has lost the election although he has not conceded. The combination
of election shenanigans by the big city democrat machines, daily fake attacks by the
MSM, and lies about the President’s record cost us the election. The victories by
Republicans across Florida and the country are due to President Trump’s
accomplishments. The Establishment was out to get him!! Our thanks to Governor
DeSantis and Senators Rubio and Scott for their support of the president. The articles
below were written or submitted by club members. They reflect their views of the
election results.
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In Sarasota, the results were good. The Venice campaign office, led by the RCSSC,
Peachie and Dale DeYoung, Rich Mazur, Alyxx Young, Randy Wedin and others was
far and away the best in the county.

Club Specialty Roles

Our club membership reached 374 people! We had more campaign volunteers than
the rest of the county combined. In 2021, we must redouble our efforts to prepare for
the critical 2022 elections with so many statewide races.

Facebook Admin: Allyx Young

Our Christmas Luncheon is on December 9 at Plantation. The cost is $30. We are
taking Covid precautions. Get your reservations to Terry Angley. It is always a great
time. We will announce the slate of candidates for the 2021 offices at the luncheon.
The election will be conducted at the January meeting. Only members who have paid
their 2021 dues can vote so please send in your dues or pay at the next two
meetings!! The dues will remain at $25/40.
I want to thank all of you for the support the officers and I have received during the
last year. If you have any questions or suggestions, please let me know--401-7928132. Matt Soldano,

Webmaster:
Randy Wedin
soonerpatriot@ionet.net

Sergeants-at-Arms:
John Finnigan
finney1933@gmail.com
and Randy Wedin
rwedin@ionet.net
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Cford1620@verizon.net
Parliamentarian:
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NOVEMBER CLUB ACTIVITIES

Monthly RCSSC Executive Board
Meeting: December 2, 2020.

Past Presidents:

Another Good Attendance at November Meeting
Despite a Rainy Day

Immediate Past President:
Tom Van Dyke (2017-2018)
Barbara Vaughn (2015-2016)
John Harrison (2013-2014
Peachie DeYoung (2011-2012)
Ron Filipkowski (2009-2010)
Jack Malone (2007-2008)
Barbara Hines (2006)
Don O’Nesky (2004-2005)
Richard Brady (2003)
Francis Kendrick (2001-2002)
Russell Strange (1999-2000)
Dave Brown (1998)
Harold Hart (1997)

Sunshine Committee
If you know of any member who is
sick, has been in the hospital, has lost
a loved one, or who we have missed
seeing at our meetings, call our
Sunshine Chair Mary O’Nesky at 4976454.
*************

Volunteers mailed 14,750 postcards to low
propensity voters.

Loretta Atkinson, Cheryl Brand Allyx Young, Angela Daley,
Peachie DeYoung, and Rich Mazur. No club money ever used.

The Election Was Conducted Under a “National Emergency” Trap Laid for
Democrat Fraud, naturalnews.com, November 13, 2020, Submitted by Don O’Nesky,
edited excerpts. [ https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-11-13-2020-election-took-placeunder-a-trump-declared-national-emergency.html ]

If you think President Trump is NOT already 5 steps ahead of the cheating Democrats,
then you just haven’t been paying attention the last 4 years. Do you think he was
really caught by surprised by all their cheating? No! He knew it was coming. His
team knew it was coming. And they were ready.
This story begins with the little-known executive order signed into existence on
September 12, 2018, by President Donald J. Trump. That order, available at
Whitehouse.gov, is entitled, “Executive Order on Imposing Certain Sanctions in the
Event of Foreign Interference in a United States Election.”
In that executive order, which almost no one has covered since the day it was signed,
President Trump declares a national emergency. That emergency is still in play to this
day, and the 2020 election was conducted under this state of emergency, which is a
crucial point to understand what’s coming next.
In the EO, the President states that people and organizations located, in part, outside
the United States are known to be able to, “interfere in or undermine public confidence
in United States elections, including through the unauthorized accessing of election
and campaign infrastructure or the covert distribution of propaganda and
disinformation.”
The EO further states that this foreign interference in U.S. elections, “constitutes an
unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the
United States.” Why is this relevant to anything we’re seeing right now with the
massive election fraud carried out by the Democrats and the deep state? Because
Dominion Voting Systems is a Canadian company. And Scytl is run out of Spain.
That’s right. Dominion is a foreign-owned company, which makes Dominion-based
election theft a “foreign interference issue.” Scytl is connected to George Soros and
the Democrats, and according to TGP (see below), “Bill Gates also owns stock in
Scytl.” Dominion is Canadian, Scytl is from Spain; both represent “foreign
interference” in US elections… with data routed through servers in Germany
Days after it was revealed how 2020 US Elections were rigged by Canadian Crown
Agent Dominion Voting Systems through a so-called “glitch”, now GreatGameIndia has
found involvement of another dubious foreign company in US Election meddling. The
votes cast by Americans were counted by a bankrupted Spanish company Scytl in
Spain. Like Dominion Voting Systems, Scytl has a long history of election fraud in
various nations including injecting backdoors in its election software. The issue has
prompted experts to question why the sensitive job of counting votes was outsourced
to a foreign company? How could a bankrupted Spanish company count American
votes in Spain? Due to such widespread fraud, the Chairman of the US Federal
Election Commission Trey Trainor believes that the 2020 US Presidential Elections is
illegitimate.
What people are missing in all this is that Trump’s 2018 executive order gives
the DOJ the power to seize all assets of individuals and companies that were
complicit in aiding or covering up this foreign interference in U.S. elections
Here’s what TGP reported: The US government, once they determined that this
Dominion server was involved in switching votes, then the intelligence community
began a search for the server and discovered that the server was in Germany. In order
to get access to that server and have it available for use in a legal manner they had to

have the State Department work in tandem with the Department of Justice. They had
to request that the government of Germany cooperate in allowing seizure of this
server. By getting ahold of the server they now are going to have the direct evidence
of when they were instructed to stop counting. They will also discover who gave the
direction to stop counting and who initiated the algorithm that started switching votes.
The CIA was completely excluded from this operation. It appears the CIA was using
the same foreign data center to hack the US elections… and got caught. This is
precisely why, as the Gateway Pundit reports, the CIA was kept completely out of the
server raid operation that just took place in Germany. The raid was likely leveled
against the CIA’s own server farm that ran the remote Dominion hacking operation the
night of the election!

Seenagers, Submitted by Dan Church
I just discovered my age group!
I am a Seenager (senior teenager).
I have everything that I wanted as a
teenager, only 55-60 years later.
I don't have to go to school or work.

It’s not merely that the voting system companies whose hardware and software
systems rigged the election were located in Canada and Spain; we’re also told that
part of the CIA’s rigging of the election in real-time involved data being offshored to
servers located in Germany and possibly Serbia. So there are at least three or four
foreign countries involved in this election, and that doesn’t even include China and
Venezuela, who both had other roles in running influence operations to rig the election
outcome in favor of Biden. (Funding for Dominion was also provided, it is rumored,
from wealthy socialists in Venezuela.)
Now, Team Trump is in the process of gathering irrefutable evidence of criminal
collusion to carry out election interference, and the cover-up trails will lead directly
to Big Tech (targeted censorship and collusion with China) and the fake news left-wing
media (gaslighting propaganda campaign to cover up evidence of foreign collusion).
Never bet against the Donald. Trump has already won this election. The
treasonous enemies of America have already been caught. They will face criminal
charges by the thousands as all this plays out, unless they flee the country first. And
the DOJ is about to drop the hammer on the entire operation.

I get an allowance every month.
I have my own pad.
I don't have a curfew.
I have a driver's license and my own
car.
I have ID that gets me into bars and
the wine store. I like the wine store
best.
The people I hang around with are not
scared of getting pregnant; they are
not
scared of anything; they have been
blessed to live this long, why be
scared?
And I don't have acne.

Trump no longer needs to win recounts, and he certainly doesn’t need the media on
his side. They won’t be around much longer anyway. All Trump needs is to continue
gathering evidence, prepare to present it to the world, and continue to garner support
from millions of Americans who are ready to lay their lives on the line, if necessary, to
defend this nation.

Life is Good!

You will feel much more intelligent
after reading this, if you are a
Seenager.
Brains of older people are slow
because they know so much.
People do not decline mentally with
age; it just takes them longer to recall
facts because they have more
information in their brains.
Scientists believe this also makes you
hard of hearing as it puts pressure
on your inner ear.
Also, older people often go to another
room to get something and when they
get there, they stand there wondering
what they came for. It is NOT a
memory problem; it is nature's way of
making older people do more
exercise.
SO THERE !

October Meet and Eat Luncheon at Perkins Restaurant
.

.
Sidney Powell: The bravest, smartest, fiercest patriot in America
By Carol Brown, American Thinker, November 17, 2020, Excerpts.

STOP THE STEAL MARCH
IN WASHINGTON, DC
IN SUPPORT OF PRESIDENT
TRUMP, NOVEMBER 14, 2020

Sidney Powell is a force of nature as she exposes massive election fraud that swung a
landslide win for President Trump to appear like a win for Joe Biden.
Undeterred by threats, she stands almost alone battling this shocking coup against our
president. Most recently, she was interviewed by Mark Steyn where she described the
breathtaking scope of this fraud against the American people. The level of corruption is
extensive, deep, and broad.
Powell explains the tangled web of Dominion voting systems that were expressly
designed to install dictators in Venezuela by manipulating votes. She states that the
algorithm they installed on the systems for our election did not account for the massive
landslide Trump was having on Election Night and thus the pause in votes so the
algorithm could be recalibrated.
Powell also discussed the international scope of the fraud, including evil actors in
China, Venezuela, and elsewhere, while elected officials here at home were also in on
the scam, hoodwinking the public
*******************
How the election will be handled by the Supreme Court and thereafter, H/T: Jim
Shea (arnoldgroup@earthlink.net) email him and get on his list, November 10, 2020,
Submitted by Dale DeYoung.

From a Trump campaign insider:
”Ok in a nutshell. This is going to the Supreme Court. Where they will rule that the
election is invalid due to fraud or mistakes on a countrywide scale. It will go one of two
ways, either they will rule that all the unconstitutional mail-in ballots will be removed
and the states ordered to recount without them or they will simply rule the election is
invalid due to mass voter fraud and at that point it will be sent to the congress and
senate for a vote.
This is where it gets good. The house/congress votes on who the president will be. It
has nothing to do with what party has power. Every state gets one vote and 30 states
are held by Republicans and 19 by Democrats. They have to vote down party lines;
they have no choice due to the 12th Amendment of the Constitution, and the Senate
votes for the Vice President where a similar event will take place. This is the law.
This is why the Democrats are so mad at Nancy Pelosi. This will all happen in January.
The only way President Trump won’t be president is if he concedes the election and
that will never happen.
So, stop watching the fake news and don’t let your heart be troubled—live your
life knowing this will all work out. President Trump will remain president.
I have researched all of this and it is fact! Another fun fact, they called Gore the
President Elect for 30 days in 2000 until the courts ruled against him and declared
Bush the winner. And two people who were part of Bush’s legal team were none other
than new Supreme Court justices, Brett Kavanaugh and Amy Coney Barrett. Why do
you think the Democrats tried so hard to keep them from being confirmed?”

An American Patriot Call to Arms, By Randy Wedin, Edited Excerpts.
Fellow Republicans and American Patriots: After all the overwhelming computer
corruption and fraud we've all seen, will the Republicans have the guts to present this
to the American public? The American public is basically clueless about Hammer and
Scorecard and those who have heard mention of those two think they are nothing
more than a conspiracy theory. The Marxist Democrats are pressing hard for every
Republican candidate to concede the election in order to void any legal action.
Unfortunately, the Republican party is overflowing with spineless people who can’t tell
these Marxist extremists to shut up and let mandatory legal action take its turn in this
chaotic election.
The Marxist Democrats set the environment to allow the computer "glitches" to
happen. They purposefully set up the computer operation overseas to maintain
deniability. The first words out of their collective mouths will be it is Russia's fault. They
will deny, deny, deny, and it is up to us to hold them up to the fire, to make them
accountable for their dastardly deeds.
Their corrupt scheme had little effect in Florida, Texas, and other Republican led
states because most of the count in those states was over by 10 pm EST the night of
the election, offering zero reaction time for their evil computer algorithms and vote
changing to make a difference. It is only the states that refused to tabulate their
absentee ballots ahead of time, purposefully adding days on after the election for their
criminal counting and maneuvering. When they stopped election night counting for
"administrative chores" it was really a preplanned stop in voting to see how many
votes they needed to win and cheat accordingly. We Republicans let them get away
with this and now we’re paying the price.
When we start fighting as hard for the Constitution as the Marxists fight for their
agenda, maybe we’ll have a chance to save this country. We need to start standing up
to Marxists and their lies—lies that are being told so often that the public accepts them
as fact. When we force them to back up their outlandish lies with verifiable information,
as they do Republicans now, we might muzzle some of their toxic rhetoric. When the
silent majority finally understands that their silence is no longer golden and they have a
voice that needs to be heard, maybe then our American Republic will have a chance to
survive.
Right now, not even Las Vegas will take odds on America’s survival. The swamp
controls most of us and while President Trump has lowered the swamp water, no
major swamp creatures to date have perp walked or spent a day in jail. I don’t think
even President Trump was aware of how deep the swamp really is or that it’s fed by
international springs that keep corrupt water and money flowing into it unabated.
There is nothing in the Constitution that requires a candidate to concede. Hillary sure
didn’t, and she’s still contesting her loss four years later. The only thing she hasn’t
blamed to date, but should, is Hammer and Scorecard and maybe Dominion for failing
to help her steal the presidency in 2016. On that day, the smugness of every Marxist
Democrat was erased because they had been told they had that election in the bag,
either the honest way or the cheating way—either way doesn’t matter to them as long
as it supports their holy agenda. To be a Marxist Democrat means you must trade in
your morality, your integrity, and your God.
I implore each of you to continue with your efforts. You’re doing a great job individually,
but we need to become a Band of Brothers and Sisters. We must encourage others to
join this grassroots effort to purge Marxism out of our country, our Republic. That’s my
goal from this day forward. Our Republic is in trouble, even if Trump retains the
presidency. He needs our help now, but he will really need us in our revolution, our
resistance should Biden steal the White House.

SURVIVING THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC

The time is now, not just before the next election cycle. It won't be easy, and as a team
we need to prop each other up when we feel we can't take another step or when our
mind is about to convince us that the Marxists are an unbeatable foe. We lose when
we stop, but we more often win when we stay in motion, moving forward, constantly
moving forward. We must Stay the Course and continue the call to action that Thomas
Paine imbued in the American spirit so many years ago. Let us not let the spilt blood of
so many American Patriots before us become meaningless and fade away.
True leadership is leading from the front. So, “follow me!” CPT Sooner
******************

SIGNS THAT WILL MAKE YOU
LAUGH
In a Hospital Waiting Room:
Smoking helps you lose weight....
one lung at a time.
On a Bulletin Board:
Success Is relative.
The more the success,
the more the relatives.
In a Bar:
Those of you who are drinking to
forget, please do pay in advance.
In a Driving School:
If your wife wants to learn to drive,
don't stand in her way.
In a Shoe Repair Store:
We will heel you.
We will save your sole.
We will even dye for you.

I Couldn't Have Said It Better Myself, Submitted by Rich Mazur
Here is my little bitty small issue with the whole, let us all be a “United States” again,
from Joe Biden. For the last 4+ years, the Democrats have gone scorched earth. You
have salted the fields and now you want to grow crops. The problem is we have
memories longer than a hamster. We remember:
---the protests the day of/after inauguration.
---the 4 years of personal attacks and endless name calling
---“not our president” and the “Resistance…”
---being called racist and evil.
---Maxie Waters telling followers to harass Trump supporters.
---the president’s press secretary being chased out of a restaurant.
---hundreds of Trump supporters being physically attacked.
---Trump supporters getting Doxed and fired from jobs.
---riots and looting.
---a “comedian” holding up the President’s severed head.
---a play in Central park showing the killing of President Trump.
---Robert deNiro yelling “F__ Trump” at the Tony’s
---Trump being accused of being a Russian spy and the media going with it.
---Nancy Pelosi tearing up the State of the Union Address.
---how totally in the tank the mainstream media was in opposition.
---non-stop in-your-face lies and open coverups from the media.
---the MSM cabal in 24/7 Hate Trump broadcasts.
---the press not holding Democrats responsible and hiding anything negative.
---conservative voices neutered by Tech companies (Facebook, Google, Twitter)
---the partisan impeachment.
---the president and his staff being spied on.
---Republican congressmen shot on a ballfield.
---every so-called comedy show turn into nothing but Trump hate fest.
---95% negative coverage in the news.
--- state governors getting everything to address COVID-19 then blaming Trump.
---leftists threatening outside the homes of prominent Republicans.
---the attempted vile destruction of Brett Kavanaugh.

At an Optometrist's Office:
If you don't see what you're looking
for, you've come to the right place.
On a Plumber's Truck:
We repair what your husband fixed.
In a Non-smoking Area:
If we see smoke, we will assume you
are on fire and will take appropriate
action.
At a Car Dealership:
The best way to get back on your feet
miss a car payment.
Outside a Muffler Shop:
No appointment necessary. We hear
you coming.
At the Electric Company:
We would be delighted if you send in
your payment on time. However, if
you don't, YOU will be de-lighted.
In a Chicago Radiator Shop:
Best place in town to take a leak.
On the Back of Another Septic Tank
Truck:
Caution - This truck is full of political
promises.

---people pounding on the Supreme Court doors.
---that we were called every name in the book for supporting President Trump.
---many in Hollywood saying they would leave after Trump was elected.
---taxpayer-funded police cars burnt during rioting demonstrations.
---our conservative voices being cancelled on major US campuses.
This list is endless, but you get the idea. My friends will be my friends, but a party that
has been attacking for four long years does not get a free pass with me. So take your
let’s be united and shove it up you’re a## !

MERRY CHRISTMAS

RCSSC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM – PLEASE PRINT
NAME____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS________________________________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP __________________________________________________________
HOME PHONE________________________CELLPHONE__________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS___________________________________________________________
SPOUSE NAME_____________________________________________________________

NEW_____________RENEWAL__________

ANNUAL DUES ARE $25.00 PER RERSON AND $15.00 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL
FAMILY MEMBER. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO RCSSC. SEND TO: RCSSC,
P.O. BOX 352, VENICE, FL 34285-0352
DO WE HAVE YOUR PERMISSION TO LIST THIS INFORMATION IN OUR ROSTER
SENT TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE RCSSC? YES_____ NO_____

DECEMBER BIRTHDAYS
Terry Angley
Vicky Brill
Donna DeFiore
Claudia DeGrazia
Peachie DeYoung
Robert Elton
Ellen Flanagan
Rene Fletcher
Gary Haegeland
Lin Hall
James Hammen
Cynthia Hartt
Carol Hoernle
Cindy Jeffers
Lesi Kelsey
Barton Mcfarlane
Elizabeth Milliner
Nick Nero
Shirley Peach
Mary Ragusa
Karen Rose
Bruce Seeley
Mike Sievers
Robert Sprague
Bonnie Swanson
Marilyn Trouf
Judy Wood

